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              Gimpo ✈ Jeju IslandDAY 2

              Jeju IslandDAY 3

               DAY 4

              Gangwon-do - Ski ResortDAY 5

             Singapore ✈ IncheonDAY 1      Jeju Island

     Gangwon- do

AQUA World
（Hot Spring）

Ice Fishing
Skiing（Inclusive of Ski Equipment-snow
shoes + ski pole + ski board)

Yongduam Rock - It is a huge volcanic rock formed by the cooling of the Halla
Mountain volcanic lava 2 million years ago.
Seongsan Ilchulbong -  also known as Sunrise Peak, was formed more than
5000 years ago by volcanic eruptions.
Teddy Bear Museum - There is also a coffee house, souvenir shop and an
outdoor courtyard where you can take photos with teddy bears
Seongeup Folk Village - The entire village, which preserves the living site of the
people of old Jeju, has been designated as an Important Folklore Cultural
Heritage.
Mystery Road - Mysterious Road is a slope road, but the empty bottle empty
cans on the road will slide along the uphill direction, and the car that pulls the
hand brake will automatically travel uphill.
DIY Chocolate Museum - Showcase the history of chocolate, have a variety of
common sense about chocolate, and visit and make chocolate studios.

Skywalk - The transparent trail is 12 meters above the water surface, and the
floor and fence are covered with transparent tempered glass.                                       
AQUA World （Hot Spring）- A large-scale tourist attraction project integrating
outdoor hot springs, leisure health, parent-child water park, special catering,
and big health treatment.
Ice Fishing - Ice fishing mountain fish activities, each time will prepare tens of
thousands of ice fishing, you can see the fish from the ice fishing port.
Skiing  (Included Skii Equipment)- Skiing can take part in everything from
children to the elderly. Each ski resort has different levels of piste grades. In
addition, different leisure activities are available for visitors.

* If no Ice Fish Season will change attractions to Daegwallyeong (Sheep Ranch + DIY
Ice-Cream）
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Assemble at Changi Airport for your flight to
Incheon.

Hanbok
Experience

Jeju✈Gimpo-Chungcheongbuk-do
- GangwonDo 



    Seoul

              Incheon ✈ Singapore

             SeoulDAY 6

             SeoulDAY 7

DAY 8

MEAL LIST:
Jeju Seafood Hot Pot +         

1 Abalone
Jeju Black Pork BBQ
Korea Angel Stewed

Chicken
Chicken & Toppoki on

Hotplate + 
 Gold Fried Rice 

Korean Style Bak kut Teh
Ginseng Chicken Soup

Bibimbap + Habu Shabu 

Bibimbap Show Everland Gyeongbokgung Palace

Comfortably rest 6 nights at 4✮
hotel throughout the tour

6 Breakfast / 5 Lunch & 5 Dinner
Inclusive

For Reservations or any other further
enquires, pls kindly contact our staff

Everland Theme Park
Bibimbap Show

Korean Ginseng Shop
Korean Cosemetic
N Seoul Tower
Gyeongbokgung Palace
Bukchon Hanok Village
Myeong-dong+Duty Free Shop

(B/L)

Hoganbo Showroom
Traditional Hanbok Experience
Seaweed Museum + DIY Kimbap
Local Products Store
Incheon Airport

(B/D)

(B)

Everland Theme Park - Korea's largest and the perfect amusement park for all ages!
Everland consists of 5 unique-theme zones, namely Global Fair, American Adventure,
Magic Land, European Adventure and Zootopia.
Bibimbap Show - the theme of Korean traditional bibimbap, the actors' vocal skills, a
cappella chorus and wonderful dances are used to complete a variety of top-notch
dishes, the sounds of chopping vegetables, cooking, and rice are fully presented.
Korean Ginseng Shop - The sale of Tai Chi in the world to participate in ginseng
essence has great effect on the regulation of body and spirit.               
Cosmetic Shop - Korean cosmetics are all sold at cheap prices 
N Seoul Tower - Nanshan Love Lock Wall, which represents love and obedience, is
one of the must-see spots in N Seoul Tower.                            
Gyeongbokgung Palace - Gyeongbokgung is the right palace of the last unified
dynasty in the history of the Korean peninsula, the Joseon Dynasty (Lee Korean).  
Bukchon Hanok Village - is located between Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung
Palace and Jongmyo Temple. It is a place where traditional Hanok is dense and is the
most representative traditional residence in Seoul. 
Myeong-dong + Duty Free Shop - one-stop destination in Seoul is complete with
Myeongdong shopping street vendors and some of the tastiest street food.
Hoganbo Showroom - It is a product of hangover, nourishing liver and protecting
liver.     
Traditional Hanbok Experience -Traditional cultural experience museum, foreign
tourists can try on hanbok here and feel Korean tradition  
Seaweed Museum+ DIY Kimbap- Shows the manufacturing process of seaweed from
mining to processing and the space from which seaweed originates. Also offers a "Zi
Cai Group Rice" diet experience.                          

Disclaimer: Due to COVID-19 travel restrictions local/religious holidays, public holidays, weather conditions, traffic etc., natural disasters, essential
Search Travel reserves the right to make appropriate adjustments to the itinerary (adjustment of the tour order of attractions) to ensure the smooth progress of the

itinerary, and will or will not notify in advance.
Remarks: If the tour itinerary is affected by the above issues, no refund or replacement will be given. The pictures are for reference only. If there is any discrepancy

between the Chinese and English versions of the itinerary, we will follow the Chinese version.

4 STAR HOTEL:

2N in Jeju

1N in Gangwon-do

1N in Ski Resort

2N in Seoul

Tipping: USD 64 per Person


